
Without L2L Production 
Module

Inconsistent manual data logs

Antiquated planning/execution tools

Excessive OT, and changeovers

Staffing difficulties and training gaps

IT manages disparate systems

No corporate dashboards for KPI's

Digital real-time tracking and data

Automated production scheduling

Automated notifications and escalations

Intelligent e-docs, e-skills and training

Minimal IT support required

Real-time KPI roll-up dashboards

Lean Production 
Software

Digitize your lean production tools to enhance 
real-time visibility and problem solving.

Powered by L2L Production 
Module



L2L Production Software Facts                                                                                                
Recognize Faster. Respond Faster

Digital Pitch Board

Daily production breakdown and 

selectable KPI's

Digital Andon Dashboard

Trigger notifications through machine, 

IoT or manual means

eKanban

Deliver on time with automated 

production scheduling functionality

Digital Standard Work

Ensure work standards to drive safety, 

quality, cost, and delivery

Central KPIs & Dashboards 

Robust, visualized data from line to 

boardroom, all in one place

Technical Specifications

Mobile ready, cloud-based Lean Execution System (LES) hosted by AWS

Fully-functioning API can be integrated with ERP, MES, EAM/CMMS, 
MOM, and other systems

Uninterrupted plant operations with automated feature updates

Seamlessly integrate all existing systems into a unified digital platform

such as SAP, JD Edwards, QAD File, M2M, and more

Trusted by Energizer, Goodyear, 
Schick, Bose and many more

Our software has been driving 
improvement in manufacturing for 
over 20 years

24/7 support, free upgrades, and no 
hidden fees

Trust in L2L

L2L provides a Lean Execution System software platform for manufacturers. It has integrated and easy-to-use lean tools that allow operators and managers to use 
real-time data to reveal and solve root cause problems that cause metric misses, all while creating a sustainable plant floor culture of continuous improvement.

Improve OEE

Focus on solving quality and 

throughput abnormalities

Operator Portal

Engage employees to drive 

improvement and productivity

Manager Insights

Managers have real-time information 

for line and job status         

Lean Tools

5S, Kaizen, Yokoten, TPM and 

Problem-Solving

Skills & Training

Be audit ready by knowing your 

people are current on training and 

certifications

Production Reporting

Drill down performance by multi-

site, area, line, and machine

Order Demand Planning

Balance demand planning, order 

execution, and capacity

Reporting

Seamless reporting on all 

maintenance KPI’s (Scrap, rework, 

downtime, etc.)

L2L.com   |   877 225-5201   |  sales@l2l.com

Finally a win/win for maintenance and production

Schedule a call today to add L2L to your maintenance playbook.
Schedule a Demo

https://www.l2l.com/get-a-demo

